Weaving Antarctica
by Gael Mueller

The beautiful blues of an
Antarctic iceberg.
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This is my story about the fabric of the Universe; how all the threads came
together, weaving one on top of another, in the right size, the correct order, and the
proper color when I visited Antarctica for the first time.
My Journey began at Fin del Mundo
My Antarctica experience began with a friend who needed a roommate for this
trip and the only person she could think of who was crazy enough to fly for twentyplus hours just to take a boat across a passage that was guaranteed to make one
seasick was me. We arrived in Ushuaia, Argentina, known as Fin del Mundo: the end
of the world and the beginning of my life-changing journey.
As we boarded the boat Island Sky for the trip across the Drake Passage, I heard
a lilting Irish brogue calling my name. It was Jim Wilson, a cytologist, ornithologist,
and talented photographer who loved Antarctica. As one of our expedition experts,
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his specialty is birds and whales, and
enthusiasm is his state of mind. He was
thrilled to learn I had an Irish first name,
so he quickly became a major piece of
my fabric.
Experiencing icebergs from ten feet
away in a rubber boat, observing a pod
of orcas at play, or viewing a neverending expanse of water, snow, and ice
radically changed my perspective. I was
trying to make sense of the vastness
and the isolation as I touched my own
insignificance. I held close the colors
that I was seeing and noticed the life in
them.
On the return to Ushuaia, someone
tacked a tartan swatch on the message
Moss (green) and lichen (orange) in a snow
flurry.

The source of Gael’s inspiration:
the Antarctic Tartan designed by Rosalind Jones.
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Weaving instructor Patricia Martin.
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board. It was a registered tartan called Antarctic. I had no idea what the registration
meant, but as a handweaver with a mere three years experience, I recognized the
fabric was beautiful. Like any decent fiber artist, I had to touch this sample, examine
the selvedges, and see if I could determine whether it was hand- or machine-woven.
I was mesmerized by this swatch as I realized I really wanted to make something like
it. When I mentioned to Jim that I was a weaver, he encouraged me to make a tartan
that reflected the Antarctica that I was experiencing.
Returning Home, the Journey Continued
Once back home, I wrote to Jim thanking him for his work and for encouraging
me to make a tartan. I asked if he had an Antarctic tartan. His reply surprised me. He
had a tartan tie, but he was not “gone” over the design. Motivated, I began to research
tartans and how to design one.
Then Patricia Martin, my weaving teacher, guru, and inspiration, provided some
guidance for the next leg of my journey. She gave me a couple of books on tartans
that I perused and studied. I found websites about tartans and tartan design and I
discovered there are rules to making a tartan. Who knew?
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For a traditional tartan the wool must be 22/2. The sett must be 40 epi
(ends per inch). The colors are limited to those allowed by the Scottish
Register of Tartans, and the suggested thread count is around 350, but
that is not set in stone. For my colors, I chose white to represent the ice
and clouds; dark blue for the Antarctic Ocean; light blue for the icebergs;
black for the volcanic rock and penguins; green for the algae and moss;
orange for the lichen and penguins; and red for the penguin rookeries,
Design submitted for the Edward Bransfield
where the adults regurgitated krill for their chicks.
Commemorative Tartan by Gael Mueller.
I began designing my tartan using a computer-weaving program. When
I finally created something I liked, I sent it to Jim. He advised on color
choices but left the actual designing to me. It took me several weeks and lots of
consultations with Patricia before I fell in love with a design.
To get a design registered with the Scottish Register of Tartans, the design has
to be unique. I found nothing online that looked like my design, so I was hopeful
that it would be accepted, but it needed a name. I thought of naming it after Jim,
but he demurred, suggesting the name Edward Bransfield instead. Who is Edward
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The Scottish Register of Tartans Certification.

Bransfield? He is the Irish Antarctic explorer credited with the
first sighting of the continent of Antarctica in 1820. There is a
strait, a mountain, and an island named for him in the Antarctic
Ocean.
Jim knows Bransfield’s history very well, as Jim lives in
County Cork, Ireland, where Bransfield was born. Jim is also the
chairman of the Remembering Edward Bransfield Committee. A
ceremony and monument commemorating the 200th anniversary
of Edward Bransfield’s Antarctica discovery is planned for 2020,
and Jim wanted the tartan to celebrate this special occasion.
My design and the name were submitted to the Scottish
Register of Tartans on March 27, 2018. Within twenty-four hours
I received an email with invaluable help from Patricia Todd, who
worked at the registry. She advised me that I needed permission
to use a person’s name, and including the word “commemorative”
would be helpful. When I told her the story of the Remembering
Edward Bransfield Committee, she suggested I request a letter
from the committee allowing me to use the name.

Dressing the loom for the Edward
Bransfield Commemorative Tartan.
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Gael Mueller on her first day in Antarctica. Photograph by Bruce Hampton.

When asked, Jim quickly provided the necessary documentation,
which I forwarded to Patricia (in Scotland.) She wrote back that the
process would go to a committee and it might be several weeks before
I heard anything. However, two days later I received the certificate of
registration. I was overwhelmed. I had never dreamed, in my wildest
dreams, that I would do something this unique.
Reconstructing the Journey in Cloth
At this point I realized that I had all I needed to go forward: a design,
the colors, the sett, and the structure. But I needed to find 22/2 wool in
the permitted colors and I didn’t know the amount of yarn I would need.
This is where things can get tricky for a fairly new weaver, especially
one that has number phobia. My instructor taught me to run the numbers
several times before I order anything, and Patricia created a cheat
sheet to help with calculations. She mentioned Camilla Valley Farm in
Orangeville, Ontario, and I discovered they had the wool I was seeking in
all the permitted colors.
However, when ordering my yarn with cheat sheets in hand, I forgot
two tiny little details. First, I left out the weft amount in my order, even
though it was on the cheat sheet. Second, I forgot about the need for
accurate samples to be sent back to the registry, which increased the
warp by another yard. Of course, I didn’t realize these errors until I
started to wind the warp on a warping board.
My concerns surfaced when I noticed I was running low on warp far
sooner than expected, and my tension grew more noticeable as the warp
thread was getting tighter and tighter on the warping board. Perhaps
starting over was a really good idea, as was ordering more yarn, so I
decided to do both of those things.
With the help of my instructor Patricia and one of my classmates, I have
now beamed the rewound, nine-yard warp. After the warp was placed in
the raddle, I spent most of my class time counting and recounting the
threads to make sure that my number phobia had not entered the actual
warp. When I confirmed there were no missing or extra warps, I knew my
tartan was off to a successful start.
I am anticipating threading the heddles, sleying the reed, and then
finally, weaving, when I will see the Edward Bransfield Commemorative
Tartan completed thread-by-thread, yard-by-yard, in the right size, the
correct order, and the proper colors.

California weaver Gael Mueller was raised
in a small town with two older brothers and
avoided anything that might label her as
domestic. She became a criminal defense
attorney. When she retired, she decided to try
her hand at weaving (shocking everyone).
Four years ago, the family of a former client
gave her a loom, and she reports she has been
challenged ever since.
To see Gael’s tartan, visit: www.tartanregister.
gov.uk/tartanLargeImage?ref=12114
Photography by the author, unless otherwise
noted.
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